6/4/2020

Dear AYSO Families,

This is Ruben Gonzalez again, your AYSO Area10W Director with a message for all the AYSO Families in Area10W.

No one could’ve predicted how difficult this year has been. We face a global pandemic and are still adjusting to its implications. We have read where hundreds of thousands of human lives have been lost to Covid-19. We are faced with unprecedented levels of unemployment and the longest lines at our nation’s food banks in recent history. And recently, we have witnessed complete social injustice in America.

AYSO Area10W is determined to plan a 2020 Fall Season, to the best of our ability, and provide the much needed diversion from these current events for the children and families of AYSO.

It will not be like past AYSO Seasons, it will have a different appearance, it will require mandatory safety precautions, it will require accurate planning, and it will require patience and cooperation from everyone.

Of course, this AYSO Fall 2020 Season is dependent on many unknown factors at this time.

The number of registered players to form viable gaming circuits, the number of dedicated and trained coaches, referees, and volunteers.

But the one and most important game changing unknown will be the availability of fields for AYSO use in your community. This will ultimately determine the success of the AYSO 2020 Season for each Region.

Each Region within Area10W is closely working with either their local School District and or the Recreation And Parks District within their city. AYSO is unfortunately at the mercy of these entities for field availability.

As it would be misleading to put a target date on when each Region will open, AYSO Area10W can only announce that if all the pieces fall into place, Regions will rise to the challenge and bring AYSO Soccer back to your community in the Fall.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me.

Stay Safe,

Ruben Gonzalez Area10W Director
ad10ayso@gmail.com
805-390-1937